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If one work by Bob Jenyns in Making it New were to exemplify 
his practice over the past forty years, it would be Homage to 
the good art (1982)  This work was made in tribute to The Age 
music critic John Sinclair  It comes from a time in Jenyns’ l ife 
when he realised that his practice, in particular his interest in 
narrative and in f igurative based sculpture, was against the 
prevail ing orthodoxies of a 1960s art education  Sculpture at 
the time was stuck in a dead-end Formalism, a second-hand 
Antipodean parody of its Caro-esque sources  Jenyns wanted 
to tell stories—from his l ife, from art, from the stuff of the 
everyday and the personal, about the interactions between 
people  Work after work is driven by the story, the sculptures 
an aide-mémoire to unlock the narrative 

Homage to the good art responds to the art collection of Sinclair 
Langley and his wife Jean; a collection that Sinclair generously 
showed the young artist  Sinclair and Jean Langley had an amazing 
collection of early Sidney Nolan works, the couple having been a 
part of the Reed/Heide nexus  Nolan’s work—in particular his 
early paintings that tell stories within a uniquely Australian 
idiom—became an important inspiration for Jenyns, and Homage 
to the good art demonstrates this clearly  The sculpture depicts 
Joe Byrne, a member of the Kelly gang, sitting side-saddle in 
drag, after Nolan’s painting of the same subject  

Importantly, the work taps into a number of different streams 
in Jenyns’ work—the aforementioned drive to recount, and also 
Jenyns’ interest in Folk and Outsider art, the art of the untrained  
This is an interest he has in common with Nolan and the 
Melbourne Modernists of the 1940s  Currently, as Jenyns lives 
and works in Tasmania, his work is replenished by an environment 
that sustains a large community of folk artists, especially those 
working on a large environmental scale  His work shares with 
that of the Outsider or untrained artist the need to create work 
that is idiosyncratic and personal  

Recent works tap into a uniquely Tasmanian political dimension, 
depicting ships and trucks hauling logs and woodchips  In 
contrast, the work Temple (2009) explores an ongoing interest in 
architecture in the landscape within Renaissance painting, the 
sculpture’s form being taken from a painting by Giotto  Made 
from a scaled-up meccano-like material, the work is a boyhood 
project writ large  

One of his most moving pieces, Suit… dedicated to my dad who 
waited for forty years for me to buy a suit and then he died so that 
I might have somewhere to wear it (1995) is a memorial to his late 
father who was sceptical of Jenyns’ decision to become an artist 
and always thought a real job meant wearing a suit to work 
every day  Near the end of his father’s life, Jenyns purchased the 
suit, however, it was only at his father’s funeral that he had the 
occasion to wear it  The suit stands like a surrogate now, witness 
to Jenyns long career   

Jenyns commitment to a unique practice that has often been in 
opposition to the prevailing art orthodoxies, is a reminder that the 
human, creative and artistic need to talk, tell and mythologise is 
a compulsion impossible to extinguish and of abiding relevance BOB  

JENYNS

GLENN BARKLEY

Glenn Barkley is a Curator at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney 
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Primarily known as a sculptor, Neil Taylor uses systems, simple 
industrial found materials, and the detritus of society to create 
modular, geometric forms that combine Modernism’s obsession with 
formality and the grid with the very Australian ethos of ‘making-do’  

Taylor’s work demonstrates a constant search for the essence 
of form  In the artist’s studio, a wooden board is covered in a 
systematic exploration of the potentiality of a single small piece 
of wire  All the permutations that this length can go through by a 
series of bends are worked out—one bend one way, then another, 
then in combination—until a systematic language is created  It is 
from such research that larger works evolve  

A series of works enclosing solid objects act in much the same 
way as the purely geometric works, that is, to entrap space like a 
clunky ball rolling down a hill gathering momentum and bringing 
in all towards it  In another series of sculptures, objects that 
might be found on a roadside or street are manipulated into 
lumpen personages  Each component unlocks another, and then, 
paradoxically, locks it into space  The personages sit, poised 
and lively, as if at any moment they might spring back into their 
original manifestations—the found, the discarded, the forgotten, 
the overlooked  

The same drive to create and to constantly interrogate simple 
forms is also evident in the remarkable series of animated films 
produced by Taylor from 1980 to 1998  The films come out of the 
artist’s interest in early experimental animators such as Norman 
McLaren and Len Lye, and are also deeply personal  Taylor’s 
father was a projectionist and they have the same tactile quality 
experience of film when sitting next to a projector—that is to say 
that the works are about the materiality of film-making as much 
as the image  Though the animations are without sound, you can 
hear the camera whirr, feel its movement; effects that reveal film 
as a tactile, warm medium rather than a cold digital realm  

As with the artist’s sculptures, the films are made using the most 
economical of means—coloured pens, textas, ink and pencil  
Then the simple cell animation on hundreds of small paper sheets 
and cash register rolls run through an animation machine of the 
artist’s own devising to flicker into life  Just as the objects in the 
tension pieces unlock the potential of one another, the films in a 
sense unlock the sculptures  They use the same geometric forms 
as well as intense patterning, repeated over and over until a hyper-
hypnotic state is reached  Like the sculptures, the films explore the 
idea of muscle memory, interrogating a form, a system, a process, 
until a material ’s inner properties are revealed 

In Taylor’s world, the studio is a laboratory, it is a home, a way of 
living and working that is all consuming  Taylor’s works are the 
outcomes of the artist’s obsessive and driven explorations into 
material  It is as if the hand and mind cannot stop 

NEIL
TAYLOR
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Glenn Barkley is a Curator at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney 




